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Abstract: The main obstacles to scaling up membrane distillation (MD) on a commercial level are
membrane fouling and temperature polarization. Therefore, in this study, the significance of the
pulsation feed flow phenomenon was used for membrane distillation (DCMD) polarization, and
comparisons were made using steady-state feed flow. Two different Hertz and amplitudes of pulsation
feed flow trends were used in DCMD using different sources of water, including distilled water,
seawater, and wastewater. Compared to steady-state feed flow, the results revealed that flux was
enhanced for seawater once the operating flow became turbulent, and it enhanced even more once
the flow rate was increased and the turbulence flow was moved. For wastewater, pulsation in the
feed flow had an impact on delaying the beginning of the flux decline point and enhancing the overall
freshwater recovery. In both pulsation feed flows (1 and 2 Hertz), the results also revealed a deficiency
in fouling and an improvement in the temperature distribution in the feed channel for seawater
desalination and wastewater running under typical operational conditions. Taking this value into
consideration, an enhancement in mass flux (~5–10%) was observed compared to steady-state feed
flow. Moreover, the pulsation feed channels were found to reduce CPC by about 10–15%, proving the
role of turbulence in mixing the flow and mitigating the reduction in concentration polarization.

Keywords: fouling; mitigation; membrane distillation; pulsation flow; wastewater treatment

1. Introduction

Due to the tremendous increase in global population over the past 40 years, access
to freshwater resources has become disproportionate (1). Due to the rising demand for
pure water, there are not enough people, infrastructure, or businesses to supply it. Water
quality may also be impacted in some places. In order to meet the growing and ongoing
need for potable water, this has prompted countries to accelerate the water desalination
process. Several nations have increased their efforts to establish, enhance services, and
conduct research as a result of increased awareness of the need to monitor the cleanliness
of drinking water in their nations [1–4].

Desalination techniques are mainly derived from thermal and membrane processes.
Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane processes have become dominant due to their low oper-
ational cost, lower space requirements, and ease of operation [3]. However, they require
high pressure for operation. One of the desalination processes that combines heat and
membrane processes is membrane distillation, and due to the low-grade heat requirement,
the MD process takes the lead as an economical and efficient desalination process in terms
of product purity compared to RO and traditional thermal desalination [5]. Its benefits
stem from the fact that it may be used with low-grade energy, that the feed water does
not have to reach boiling point, that it is unaffected by the salinity of the water, and that it
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operates at ambient pressure. Due to these benefits, numerous studies have attempted to
enhance this method [5–8].

Similar to scaling and fouling in pressure-driven membranes, fouling is a problem
with membrane distillation when dealing with brine solutions and has recently been stud-
ied [6,9]. In the case of concentrated salt water, technically speaking, fouling results in
membrane pores clogging during MD operations, which lowers the flow of latent heat
of water vaporization and shortens the life of the membranes [10–12]. Additionally, due
to fouling and scaling on the membrane’s surface and a reduction in the feed water’s
channel area, the feed water’s flow rate and pressure may be impacted. Additionally,
fouling may cause the membranes to become wet or compromised [11,12]. DCMD can be
a flat sheet or hollow fibers. Hollow fiber membranes are perhaps more appropriate for
industrial applications due to their higher surface area and lower packing density [13,14].
However, compared to flat sheets, they have a high potential for fouling [14] due to a
deficit of turbulence flow phenomena either in to out or out to in feed flow. Last but not
least, studies on fouling mitigation in membrane distillation have discovered that hollow
membranes have a very high propensity to foul and do so in circumstances where other
membrane types are not generally known to do so [15]. For pressure-driven membranes
in particular, hydrophilic hollow fiber architectures are less prone to clogging than other
types of membrane structures. However, because it consists of a shell and tubes, the hol-
low fiber membrane configuration is considerably superior for the MD application [13].
However, it has been discovered that even in the concentrated salt feed of 55,000 ppm salt
solution, the fouling mitigation rate of hollow fiber membranes in the hydrophobic form is
substantially lower [16–18]. At the same time, this fouling was found more frequently in ex-
periments containing the feed and the membranes in capillary tubes; in other studies where
the feed and membranes were inside the capillary tubes, the fouling phenomenon was
considered unlikely [19].

The deposition of solid particles on the membrane surface is brought on by particulate
fouling. The type and pace of deposition have been impacted by the size of the suspended
particles. The fouling brought on by particles may be reduced by filtration techniques
like cartridge filtration or sand filtration. To combat the problems of fouling and scaling
encountered during MD application, several studies present a variety of techniques, includ-
ing creating turbulence during the feed flow rate, increasing the feed flow rate during the
MD process, routinely cleaning the process physically or chemically, reducing membrane
surface roughness, and preventing the membrane surface from being charged [20]. In addi-
tion to fouling and scaling, temperature polarization, or the persistent difference between
hot feed and cool permeate temperatures, is a crucial concern in all classifications of MD
processes [2,21–26]. As a result, numerous studies have identified certain strategies to ad-
dress the problems of temperature polarization during the MD process, such as generating
turbulence in the feed flow and shortening the length of the hollow fiber membrane in the
membrane module [20–23].

Membrane fouling and temperature polarization [27–30] are the key barriers to com-
petitively scaling up membrane distillation (MD). The turbulence phenomenon in the feed
channels has been proven to reduce scaling and even temperature distribution in the tube
and shell heat exchangers. Therefore, in this study, the pulsation feed flow phenomenon
was used to overcome the issues of DCMD polarization. In DCMD, multiple water sources,
such as distilled water, seawater, and wastewater, were used with two different hertz and
amplitudes of pulsation feed flow patterns, and a comprehensive comparison was made
with conventional feed flow patterns.

2. Methodology

The aim of the work untaken in this experimental method is to overcome the issues of
fouling on hollow fiber membranes using a pulsation feed technique during the DCMD
operation. Various experimental setups and protocols have been made for the investigation,
particularly the frequency of pulsation on feed flow rate, temperature difference between
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the feed and permeate, and the fouling and scaling rate of feed solutes onto the membrane
surface, and the membrane properties have also been investigated. Results of different
pulse frequencies on fouling, scaling, and temperature polarization were obtained, and a
comparison was made without the pulse feed flow.

3. Brine Water and Distilled Water with or without Foulant Materials

Three types of water have been used in the experiments: distilled water, brine water
(35,039.980 ppm and 51,058.2574 ppm), and wastewater. A pretreated seawater intake of
35,039.980 ppm was collected from the Al-Khaldyah desalination plant in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. The pretreated seawater intake (35 g/L) was concentrated up to 51 g/L using
the conventional thermal distillation process. The wastewater was taken from the Jeddah
Sewage Treatment Plant. On the other hand, the distilled water was collected from the
desalination plant (the specifications of the desalination plant) in the center of excellence in
desalination technologies, and foulant materials were added to make synthetic feed.

4. Experimental Procedure

A commercial-grade hydrophobic PVDF hollow fiber membrane was provided by
Econity Company, Limited, South Korea [31], to be used in this study. Six identical modules
were prepared with moderate heat- and chemical-resistance transparent acrylic pipes as
housing and chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC) as fitting. Twelve equivalent hollow
fibers were selected with a packed density of 99 ± 1% were crammed into a 30 cm long
module. The company provides the fibers in a row in a long tube. A proper hollow fiber
membrane formed six bundles. The hollow fiber membrane bundles were first washed
with distilled water to ensure that they were dust- or smear-free. Then, the selected hollow
fibers bundles were immersed in a bleach solution bath, and the temperature of the water
bath was kept at 80 ± 5 ◦C and annealed for 60 min. After annealing, the hollow fibers
were immersed in distilled water at 25 ◦C for 24 h.

Before assembling the hollow fiber module, the annealing process was carried out, as
described elsewhere [32]. After annealing, the hollow fiber membrane bundles were dried
for 48 h at room temperature. The hollow fiber membranes were then potted in bundles
of about 12 fibers each with a 30 cm length. A high fiber packing density is needed in
PVDF hollow fiber membranes to minimize any axial diffusional effects and channeling.
A constricted bundle of 12 PVDF hollow fibers was therefore housed in a 40 cm long
acrylic pip or UPVC fitting with a hollow 2.5 cm diameter, and the concentric annular
space between the acrylic pip or UPVC housing or casing and fiber bundle was filled using
high-temperature, water-resistant wooden PVA white glue. The geometrical characteristics
of the permeator are described in Table 1, and Figure 1 summarizes a full photo image of
the PVDF hollow fiber membrane configuration for DCMM application.

Table 1. Details characterization of the hollow fiber membranes and housing.

Membrane Characteristics Descriptions

Mean pore size (µm) 0.1
The material of membrane PVDF membranes

Tensile strength of the membrane (Mega Pascal) 14.2
Porosity of the membrane 80%
of hollow fibers (number) 12 pieces

Elongation ratio% 70%
Nominal outer diameter of the fiber (cm) 0.12
Nominal inner diameter of the fiber (cm) 0.075

Effective module length (cm) 20
Module diameter (cm) 1.2
Membrane area (m2) 0.0090432
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Table 1. Cont.

Membrane Characteristics Descriptions

Hollow fiber Housing Characterization
Transparent housing material Acrylic

Acrylic pipe external diameter (cm) 2
Acrylic pipe internal diameter (cm) 1.5

Fitting materials UPVC
Potting material PVA
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Figure 1. Photo image of PVDF membranes module for DCMD.

5. DCMD Experimental Setup

A bench-scale unit was fabricated by an Italian company called DeltaE Srl which was
used in this experiment to make sure that the tests were in direct contact for the membrane
distillation process. A snapshot of a bench-scale unit is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows
a comprehensive schematic layout of the DCMD experimental setup used in this study [33].
There are two cycles in the experiment set, the first one is for the feed water (hot stream),
and the other is for the permeating water (cold stream). The hot side was fed with the
prepared solution, and the cold side was fed with distilled water. The fed solutions were
heated or cooled in a separate heater or cooler filled with water and submerged coils to
exchange the heat; these were made in the United States of America by Polyscience—Model
Number PP15R-30. The water moved to the module after being heated or cooled in the
heating or cooling baths. The discharged water from the module came back to the feed
bath for hot water or the permeate bath for the cold water. The output of the distillation
process was collected and measured using an electronic balance device. Total dissolved
solids were measured in the feed and permeate sides using conductivity meters in each
bath, manufactured in the USA by Orion 3-star. The flowrate in both sides was monitored
during the process using magnetic-inductive flow meters SM 6004 in each cycle of the
bench-scale loops. All data were recorded during the experimentation.
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red color line shows the hot feed in and feed out (conc. feed); the green shows the permeate in (draw
solution), and permeate out (permeate flux)

The feed was kept in a closed loop and was heated at a constant temperature (80 ◦C).
The difference between the closed-loop feed tank temperature and insulated feed channel
temperature was taken into account, which was about ±1.5 ◦C. Simultaneously, the temper-
ature differences between the chiller and draw solution channels, about ±1.5 ◦C, were also
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kept in the data logger. The feed solution circulated to the shell side of a vertical up-flow
module through a pulsation centrifugal pump. Instantaneously, the permeate temperature,
20 ◦C, was pushed into the condenser pipe via a cooling liquid circulating pump. Then, the
permeate flux collector (conical flask) was measured by balance.

6. Membrane Permeability Test

Typically, the permeability test is the competence of specific materials to pass all the
way through a porous membrane [34]. Moreover, the membrane barrier plays numerous
distinct roles when it goes to seep into some components, whereas it is otherwise main-
tained. The distilled water permeability test of one membrane module was taken out using
a cross flow ultrafiltration membrane. Before the test, the membranes were soaked in
distilled water for 12 h. Membranes were primarily pressurized at a 2 bar transmembrane
pressure (TMP) for at least an hour. Permeability tests were performed at room temperature,
which is about 28 ± 1 ◦C. The experimental setup of membrane permeability is also shown
in Figure 2. Pure water permeation (PWP) and the solute permeation rate (PR) of the
membranes were obtained using the following equation:

Flux = J =
Q

A ∆P
=

Q
Nπ do `∆P

(1)

where Q is the volume flow rate of permeate (L m−2 h−1), A is the effective membrane area
(m2), ∆P is the transmembrane pressure (bar), N is the number of fibers, do is the outer
diameter of fiber (m), and ` is the effective length of fiber (m).

7. Pulsation Instruments Setup and Pulsatile Flow Setup

Within the above experimental setup, the feed pump was replaced with a 4-chamber
diaphragm pump and connected to a modulated power supply instrument (TS200-0) to
amplify the desired signal generated by LabVeiw; the signal tested was a simple sine wave
with frequency and amplitude variation. The operating limits of the device and the pump
range between one and two hertz.

The permeate water Flux was calculated throughout the experiments by using the
following equations:

Flux =
∆w

∆t × area
(2)

Normalized Flux =
Flux

Initial Flux
(3)

where ∆w is the weight difference, and ∆t is the time of the experiment.

8. Results and Discussions

To evaluate the capabilities of pulsation on enhancing the flow rate and reducing the
fouling effects, several experiments were conducted for this purpose. This information
includes testing distilled water, followed by seawater and wastewater [34].

9. Effect of Distilled Water Flow Rate Variation as Feed on Permeates

Pure water was used for the pre-test investigations, which were conducted under
various constant and pulsating flow conditions. These preliminary tests are designed to
examine the straightforward impact of increasing feed velocity on flow. Four of the six tests
started on a steady flow and increased progressively. The other two tests used a pulsatile
flow and ran at a frequency and amplitude of 1 Hz and 1 amplitude, while the other test
used a frequency and amplitude of 2 Hz and 2 amplitudes. Figure 4 illustrates the impact
of changing the feed flow velocity from constant to pulsatile on the pulsation, as well as
the effect of increasing the feed flow velocity. Compared to the steady state feed flow rate,
the higher hertz and amplitudes show a higher permeation rate, even though the steady
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state feed flow rate is higher, which revealed that the higher hertz and amplitudes of feed
flow were probably due to the turbulence phenomenon within the hollow fiber housing.
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Figure 4. Variation in the permeating flux at different feed flow rates and a constant permeate flow
rate of 0.5 L/min for distilled water.

Figure 4 shows an unusual trend when the findings of the permeate flux flow efficiency
analysis for intermittent and pulsed flow are compared with those obtained using constant
flow. Despite having lower flow rates than 2 hertz, the low frequency of 1 hertz and
1 amplitude is nevertheless helpful in promoting the mixing of fluid at the membrane
surface with the bulk. Even at off-pulse, the flux recorded for higher intermittent flow
(2 Hz) is nearly twice as high as that observed for steady flow in both pulsations. The
amplitude and pattern of the flow, which change when the hertz frequency is changed,
were clearly seen to increase with the pulsatile approach, increasing the flow caused by
shear force on the membrane surface.

10. Effect of the Velocity of the Feed on the Flux and the Fouling for Pre-Treated
Intake Seawater

Table 2 summarizes all experiments and their operating modes, where the temperature
is constant for the feed at 70 ◦C and for the permeate at 20 ◦C, and the area of the hollow
fibers is constant. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 were carried out in pre-treated intake seawater
with a TDS of 35 g/L. Three modes of steady flow were applied to that module as per the
following operating conditions (the summary for all experiments is shown in Table 2):

• Operating mode 1—Exp. 1: Feed velocity 1.5 L/m and permeate velocity 0.3 L/m.
• Operating mode 2—Exp. 2: Feed velocity 2.0 L/m and permeate velocity 0.8 L/m.
• Operating mode 3— Exp. 3: Feed velocity 3.0 L/m and permeate velocity 0.5 L/m.

The operational parameters for the feed are shown in ascending order of feed velocity
in Figure 5. All feed velocities, distilled water for the seawater, and the overall penetrated
amount show that the flux becomes stronger over time. Technically speaking, porous
membranes perform better over the course of operation in terms of the rate of evaporation
than hydrophobic membranes do in terms of pore volume [34–36]. In Experiments 1 and 2,
both feed flow velocities (1.5 and 2.0 L/m) may exhibit nonlinear behaviors. In the experi-
mental setup utilized in this investigation, permeate flux did not grow linearly; instead,
it approached an equilibrium rate, as seen in Figure 5. The authors in [4] also reported
similar results, showing that lower feed flow velocities show the nonlinear behavior of
permeate flux.
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Table 2. Summary for all experiments and their operating mode, where the temperature is constant
for the feed at 70 ◦C and for the permeate at 20 ◦C, and the area of the hollow fibers is constant.

Exp. No. Feed Type Feed Velocity Pattern

Exp. 1 Seawater Steady (L/min): feed: 1.5, permeate: 0.3
Exp. 2 Seawater Steady (L/min): feed: 2.0, permeate: 0.8
Exp. 3 Seawater Steady (L/min): feed: 3.0, permeate: 0.5
Exp. 4 Seawater Pulsatile: 1 hertz and 2 amplitude
Exp. 5 Seawater Pulsatile: 2 hertz and 2 amplitude
Exp. 6 Seawater Pulsatile: 1 hertz and 2 amplitude
Exp. 7 Wastewater Pulsatile: 2 hertz and 2 amplitude
Exp. 8 Wastewater Pulsatile: 1 hertz and 1 amplitude
Exp. 9 Wastewater Steady (L/min): feed: 1.8, permeate: 0.5
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However, compared to Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, Exp. 3 shows more consistency and linear
permeate flux velocity. It is suggested that the higher feed flow velocity somehow creates
a disturbance around the boundary layers of membranes and module shells, thus result-
ing in higher shear stress, which decreases the effect of temperature and concentration
polarizations [37]. This might have been caused by the higher feed velocity, where the
permeating flux is more sensitive to feed velocity increases, and the heat transfer among
the feed and permeate (draw solution) might be a significant factor. As suggested by
prior membrane research, a larger applied feed pressure may also contribute to a higher
membrane resistance. The previous results in Figure 5 comply with various other research
results, such as those obtained in [38,39], who found that in a lower flow rate, the size of
salt crystals is larger than at higher flow rates. Furthermore, after operating the module
for over seven hours at various feed flow velocities, there was no visible fouling either
on the membrane surface or on the capillary tube itself, as shown in Figure 6. These
results revealed that the significance of the membrane hydrophobicity phenomenon and
the higher feed flow velocities in the DCMD process could be one of the reasons for the
lower fouling rate, which shows the long-term stability of the MD membrane in saline solu-
tion. However, in steady-state mode using an optimal range of feed flow velocities could
perhaps be beneficial for the permeate flux recovery, but for long-term operations, pumping
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energy and membrane lifespan or membrane stability could be deficient factors in the
DCMD process.
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the module or the membranes where the flux did not decline.

11. Effect of Pulsating the Flow of the Feed on the Flux and the Fouling for Brine Seawater

Experiments 4, 5, and 6 were carried out in the pulsation mode, where a pulsating
pump with a modulator created the pulse effect in the feed stream; three operating modes
were experienced on this module as per the following aspects. Operating Mode 1 (Exp. 4):
the velocity of the feed stream ranges between 1.45 and 1.94 L/min in a sinusoidal wave
form, where the frequency is one hertz, and the amplitude is two.

• Operating Mode 2 (Exp. 5): the velocity of the feed stream ranges between 1.71 and
1.91 L/min in a sinusoidal wave form, where the frequency is two hertz, and the
amplitude is two;

• Operating Mode 3 (Exp. 6): the velocity of the feed stream ranges between 1.49 and
2.08 L/min in a sinusoidal wave form, where the frequency is one hertz, and the
amplitude is two.

In Exp. 4 and Exp. 5, there was more consistency and linear permeate flux veloc-
ity, which highly refers to the reduction in concentration polarization and heat transfer
equilibrium among the feed and draw solutions (permeate). The rapid pulsation modes
(per second) also show a linear stability of permeate flux, which can be clearly observed
in Figure 7. These results also attributed a higher and more stable Reynolds number to
the feed flow stream. However, compared to Exp. 4 and Exp. 5, Exp. 6 showed not
only a higher permeating flux but also higher shear stress (Figure 7), although at a lower
pulsation frequency (1 Hz), which is probably due to a higher feed. As per Figure 8, the
total permeate amount or distilled water was enhanced as well, proportionally, with the
increasing turbulence in the feed stream side.
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Figure 7. Variation in flux at different pulsatile flow patterns for the feed and constant permeate
velocity for the feed of seawater 51 g/L.
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Figure 8. The amount of produced water for Exp. 4, Exp. 5, and Exp. 6 in one hour for seawater with
a concentration of 51 g/L.

The increased pulsation frequency, amplitude, and feed flow velocity, respectively,
are also credited with identifying higher vapor pressure as a result of the shear stress
within the membrane boundary layer. Additionally, greater vapor pressure successfully
resolves the temperature polarization problem during DCMD operation and demonstrates
good agreement with better flux recovery. However, the permeate flux and heat transfer
between the feed and permeate can be initiated by either a low or high pulse frequency at a
larger amplitude. Additionally, Figure 8 demonstrates that the flux is improved at higher
frequencies and amplitudes [Exp. 6], coinciding with the overall feed velocity.
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After more than forty hours of operating in the module used in Experiments 4, 5, and
6, the pulsating effect worked on decreasing the visible precipitations on the membrane
surface and keeping the flux levels closer to the initial flux, as shown in the photos of the
module in Figure 9. Compared to Figure 6, Figure 9 shows much lower fouling visibility
even though the seawater concentration is 1.36 times higher and 5.7 times higher in the
operating conditions. The pulsation phenomenon in DCM applications signifies an im-
provement in the feed flow vapor pressure, which could be attributed to flux enhancement
and reducing the fouling rate. By comparing the optimum operating conditions in steady-
state and pulsating modes, throughout the velocity and temperature, it has been noted that
pulsating reduces the temperature polarization.
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Figure 9. The photo shows module 2 which was used in Experiments 4, 5, and 6, and after over
40 h of operating, no visible precipitations were stuck either on the membrane surface or on the
transparent capillary tube containing the membranes.

12. Effect of Pulsating on the Temperature Polarization of Bulk Permeate

Temperature polarization is one of the key problems with the MD membrane, and
when it comes to the bundle of hollow fibers on the MD membrane, it is quite challenging
to calculate precise temperature polarization. Many scientists have predicted temperature
polarization, maybe in light of the experimental study in [40] where a series of electrical
sensors were used to predict the experimental and theoretical temperature polarization of
DCMD. Besides that, the majority of them demonstrated that the bulk feed and permeate so-
lutions’ temperatures (Tf and Tp) varied from one another [24,41]. The driving force, or the
vapor pressure difference (Pf − Pp), as well as the permeate flux through MD membranes,
are both decreased as a result of the permeate side’s increased partial pressure [24,41].
Because it is in equilibrium with the liquid phase, a lower temperature on the feed side
causes the partial vapor pressure to decrease, while a higher temperature on the permeate
side causes the partial pressure to increase. The authors in [40] reported that the effect of
initial saline temperature on the hot feed stream regarding pure water productivity is more
significant than that of the hot and cold feed stream velocity variations.

In this study, we have predicted the temperature polarization on the bulk permeate
side, as shown in Figures 10–12, for the temperatures of the permeate flux in optimum
steady mode and the optimum pulsating mode, respectively. The comparative results show
that the temperature is more consistent in the pulsating mode, since the fluctuating tem-
peratures range between 23.14 ◦C and 23.18 ◦C, which is only 0.04 degrees. However, the
steady-state temperature, which ranges in between 24 ◦C and 24.5 ◦C, which is 0.5 degrees,
is 12 times higher than the difference in the pulsating mode, which suggests nonequilibrium
behavior amongst the hot stream and cold stream, resulting in a lower permeate flux rate.
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Figure 10. Temperature of the outlet permeates distilled water for thirty minutes in the optimum
steady flow mode in Experiment 3.
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Figure 11. Temperature of the outlet permeate distilled water for thirty minutes in the optimum
pulsating mode in Experiment 6.

The highest temperature polarization rate appears for the steady-state case, which can
be observed in Figure 10, whereas low temperature polarization is shown at the feed flow
in the form of pulsation flow (Figures 11 and 12). It can also be seen that a higher frequency
leads to a significant temperature difference between the feed and permeate. Nevertheless,
both observations are related to the increase in wall shear stress caused by the settlement of
temperature polarizations in DCMD, as can be clearly observed in Figures 12–14.
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Figure 12. Temperature of the outlet permeate distilled water for twenty minutes in the optimum
pulsating mode in Experiment 6.
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Figure 13. The velocity pattern in steady flow operating condition for Exp. 3.

The velocity pattern of the feed stream varies as well in between the steady flow
and the pulsating flow, as per Figure 12, where the velocity pattern is almost stable and
steady at 2.5 L/min; on the other hand, in Figure 13, the velocity pattern fluctuates in
between 1.73 L/min and 1.9 L/min, causing a turbulent effect in the capillary tube. With
the assistance of membranes loss or allowance to make a reciprocating movement of
the membranes inside the capillary tube once the feed flows in a turbulent pattern, the
precipitation ratio is anticipated to be reduced.
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Figure 14. The velocity pattern for pulsating flow operating condition in Exp. 6.

As per the sinusoidal wave graph in Figure 14 from LabView application controlling
the modulator and the pulsating pump, it is observed how the actual flow is reflected on the
feed solution velocity compared with two other operating patterns in Figure 15. The graph
displays the different frequencies (Hz). It can be seen that feed flow significantly fluctuated
at every pulsation flow. The change in pressure differences inside the test cell that comes
along with lower temperatures and fouling polarization is probably also to blame. The
maximum and minimum values are important parameters to consider as they give an
indication of the transient velocity inside the test cell. Negative values for the minimum
mean that there is a shear stress flow direction within one pulsation period. Figure 16
shows the actual pulsatile flow, where the frequency is two hertz and the amplitude is two
hertz. At higher hertz and amplitude, Figure 16 revealed a significant shear stress, which is
in good agreement with the reduction of fouling in the membrane.
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Figure 15. A graph was extruded from the LabView program controlling the pulsation pump and
modulator; the setting was setup on the sine wave and frequency of one hertz and two amplitude.
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13. Effect of Steady Flow and Pulsating Flow on the Flux and Fouling or Wastewater

Experiments 7, 8, and 9 were carried out in DCMD using hollow fiber membranes,
while the feed was wastewater with contaminants; three modes of pulsation were used as
per the following aspects (Summary of all experiment is shown in Table 2):

• Operating Mode 1 (Exp. 7): the velocity of the feed stream ranges between 1.84 L/min
and 1.96 L/min in a sinusoidal wave form, where the frequency is two hertz, and the
amplitude is two also.

• Operating Mode 2 (Exp. 8): the velocity of the feed stream ranges between 1.86 L/min
and 1.96 L/min in a sinusoidal wave form, where the frequency is one hertz, and the
amplitude is one also.

• Operating Mode 3 (Exp. 9): feed velocity 1.8 L/min and permeate velocity 0.5 L/min.

As seen in Figure 17, for operating mode 3, the normalized flux started to decline at
400 min in the steady flow mode in Exp. 12; furthermore, in operating mode 2—Exp. 11,
where the flow is pulsatile at one hertz and one amplitude, the flux started to decline after
about 400 min of continuous operation. Moreover, in operating mode 3, where the flux
is pulsatile at two Hertz and two amplitudes, the flux decline was mitigated even after
600 min of operating.

The total permeate product was extracted in the previously mentioned experiments,
shown in Figure 18, the optimum amount was obtained in Exp. 7, where the flux stream
was turbulence, then the second largest amount was obtained in Exp. 8, where the flux was
more turbulence than in Exp. 12, but there was less turbulence than in Exp. 7. Eventually,
a smaller permeate amount was found in the steady flow state in Exp. 9, where the
contaminants more commonly precipitate on the membrane surface and inside the capillary
tube itself, as per the photo of the models in Figure 19 at the end of Exp. 9.

The effective result, once the pulsation was used in wastewater, is compatible with
previous research detailed in review articles for fouling in membrane distillation [42,43], and
this positive effect refers to the shearing action associated with high flow rates, consequently
leading to a better removal of overall scale deposits. Despite having a high percentage
of pollutants and scaling materials, wastewater was also evaluated. Three operational
modes were used for the experiments. A slight effect on preventing the precipitation of
collected materials on the membrane surface was provided by a space or clearance between
the hollow fibers of the membrane. The primary important measure in this study—the
pulsatile flow—was felt. Once the feed’s velocity started to become more turbulent at two
hertz and two amplitudes, the fouling was reduced, and the time to begin the flux decline
was extended. Contrarily, and for a continuous flow, the buildup of substances that result
in scale and fouling was more rapid and physically evident on the membranes’ surface and
the module’s capillary tube.
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the pulsatile flow—was felt. Once the feed’s velocity started to become more turbulent at 
two hertz and two amplitudes, the fouling was reduced, and the time to begin the flux 
decline was extended. Contrarily, and for a continuous flow, the buildup of substances 
that result in scale and fouling was more rapid and physically evident on the membranes’ 
surface and the module’s capillary tube. 

Figure 17. Variation in normalized flux at different velocities for the feed and permeate for the feed
of wastewater.
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Figure 19. A photo of the capillary tube and the membrane itself inside the capillary tube. The
contaminants precipitate on both the transparent module and on the hollow fiber membranes.

14. Conclusions

All the trials had successful outcomes in reducing fouling and the obvious accumula-
tions on the membrane’s surface. The experiment was run in three different flow modes
in seawater, and the most efficient flux was found at a frequency and amplitude of two
hertz. The pulsatile flow reduces the temperature and concentration polarization in the
region where the feed and membrane interfaces reside. It turns out to improve the way
that water vapor moves through the membranes’ pores. Moreover, the numerous hollow
fiber membranes inside the module are not blocked by debris or slats.

Additionally, investigations were conducted using wastewater as a fouling substance
in the feed. Despite the fact that the foulant is dissolved in the solution, the increased
pulsatile flow resulted in a better normalized flux. It could also be referred to as the
membrane surface shear force. Perhaps this force is exposed in order to remove the buildup
of contaminants that would otherwise obstruct the membrane pores and the effect that
pulsation has on descaling temperature polarization, which causes pollutants to become
either adhered to the membrane surface or clog the membrane holes.

Future research will be absolutely necessary to examine a wider variety of feed velocity
patterns, more modules, and more feed sources. Fouling reduction will benefit from
optimizing the shape of the DCMD modules with regard to the feed velocity, patterns, and
inlet. The onset of the flux drop may be delayed for various feed types.
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